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FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR PERFECT MAPS

BETWEEN METRIZABLE SPACES

By

Yoshie Takeuchi

1. Introduction. We assume that all spaces are normal and all maps are

continuous. We write yleANR for a space A if A is an ANR for the class

of all compact metrizable spaces.

Given spaces X and A we write 6＼mX^A if for any closed subset F of

X any map /: F-+A can be extended to X. For a map £: X^>X0 we write

dimffgj4 if dim£-1(x0)^.A for any x0el0. It is kown that a space X satisfies

the relation dimZ^S" for the n-sphere Sn if and only if X satisfiesthe

inequality dimX^n in the sense of the covering dimension.

Our purpose in this paper is to prove the following theorem;

Theorem. Let
^4eANR,

let $ be a closed map of a space X into a para-

compact space Xo, £ be a perfect map of a metrizable space Z into a metrizable

space Zo, and let f: X->Z and f0' X0-*Z0 be maps such that C/=/o6 and dim£

f^A. Then there are metrizable spaces Y and Yo, a perfect map tj: Y-^Yo,

and maps g: X―>Y, g0: X0-*Y0, h: Y-+Z and h0: Y0->Z0 such that 7]g=go$>

Qi―K-q, hg=f, hQg0=f0, dim 7]£A, w(Yo)^max(w(X0), w(Z0)), and dim Fo^

dim Xo.

･I' I* * lc

X,
Ma ≪e

For a map £: Z-^Z^ we write w(Qf^r if there is an embedding i: Z->

Z0XlT such that £=prz, where /r is the Tikhonov cube of weight r and

pr: Z0X/r-≫Z0 is the projection.

In [9] Pasynkov proved a similar theorem to the above theorem, in which

he added the property that w(jj)^t, if w(£)^r, in the case that X, Xo, Z, Zo

are compact (which are not assumed to be metrizable).

However, in [7] Pasynkov stated that, if / is a perfect map between
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metrizable spaces, the relation w(f)^Q) holds. Therefore, in the above theorem

we need not to add the property that w{t])^t if u/(£)^r.

2. Proof of Theorem. The above theorem is an easy consequence of

Lemmas 2 and 3 (cf. [9]). We need Lemma 1 to prove Lemma 2. The idea

of the proof of Theorem is essentiallydue to'Pasynkov.

Lemma 1 ([9, (5.2)]). Let FeANR. Then for any metric p in Y there

is an s>0 with the following properties; if f is a map of a compact space X

into Y and g is a map of a closed set F in X into Y such that d{g, f＼F)―

max{p(g(x), f{x)); xeF}<e, then g can be extended to X.

Lemma 2. Under the condition of Theorem there are metrizable spaces Y

and Yo, a perfect map 7]:Y―>F0, and maps g: X-+ Y, g0: X0->Y0, h : Y-+Z and

ho:Yo->Zo such that r]g=go%, Qh=ho7], hg―f, hogo=fo, w(Y0)£max(iv(X0),

w(Z0)), dimFo^dimXo and for any 3>0eF0, any compact Fd7]~＼y0) and any map

1: h{F)->A, the map lh＼F can be extended to 7]~1(y0).

Proof. Since w(Q^<o, there is a embedding i: Z-^Z0XlO) such that £=

pn, where Iw is the Hilbert cube and pr: ZoX/^-^Zo is the projection. We

denote by p the projection of Z0X/a) onto 7°*. We choose a countable base

{On: n=l, 2, ･･･} for 7a> that is closed under finiteunions. We fix a metric

p on A and choose s>0 in accordance with Lemma 1. For any n we fix a

countable dense set Cn in C(On, A), which is the space of maps from On to A

with the metric of uniform convergence.

We fix n and <p^.Cn. For each xo<=Xo we consider the set 0(xo)=%~Kxo)

f＼f~H-lp-＼On＼ Since dim£^,4 and AeANR, the map <ppif: @(xo)->A can be

extended to $~1(x0) and then to a neighbourhood V($~1(x0))as a map

Wx0: V(g-Kxo))-+A.

Every point x of £~＼xo)has a neighbourhood OjCF^'^Xo)) such that

di&m<p(pif(Ox)r＼dn)<s/A and

diamFx0(Ox)<£/4.

Since £is closed, there is a neighbourhood V(x0) of x0 such that $~＼V(xo))d

＼J{OX: ^et'Uo)} and 0{x'o)CL＼J{Ox:xe0(xo)} for any x'o(eV(xo). Hence, for

any x'Qe.V(x0) and every x'^0(x'o) we can find a point x<^@(xo) such that

x'<=Ox, and hence,

(1) p(＼xo(x'),<ppif(x'))^p(Wxo(x'),＼xo{x))+p(<ppif(x),(ppif(x'))

<e/4+s/4=s/2.
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By paracompactness of Xo there is a c-discrete cozero cover <y(≪,̂>)=

U"=i{^ci):;y)e^} of ^o such that a>(n,<p) refines {V(x0): xo^Xo＼. For

any / and each j＼k)^Fj we take xK/OeZ0 such that fT/coCFC^jo). For each

y we denote by i//≪, p) the Hedgehog space (see [3]) constructed by

{[0, l]ic≪= [0, 1]: j(X)^Fj}. There is a function go/w, ?>):X0-^Hj(n, <p) such

that Uja>=goj(n, <p)~＼Q,l^co for any j＼X)^Fj. We denote by P/n, y>) the

partial product (see [6]) with base Hfcn, <p) and fiber A with respect to the

open set W{(0, l].,-^:j(X)<eFj} ; we denote by y}j(n,<p) its projection onto

#,<n, #>) and by 7TK>o the projection of (0, l~]ja->XA onto A. There is a map

gj{n, <p):X^Pj(n, <p)such that goj(n, <p)£=7jj(n,<p)gj(n,<p) and for any yU)e

We perform these construction for all n and all <p^Cn. We now set

Y'=Zxn{Pj(n, <p):j=l, 2, ■■■, <p^Cn, n = l, 2, ･･･},

Y'o=Zoxn{Hj(n, <p):j=l, 2, - , <pe=Cn, n=l, 2, ･･･}.

Clearly F' and y^ are metrizable. We denote by h (resp. h0) the projection

of Y' onto Z (resp. Fo onto Zo) and for any n, each ^eCn and each j we

denote by gJ'Cn,<p)(resp. ^(n, y>)the projection of Y' onto P/n, <p) (resp. Fq

onto i//≪, <p)). We set

i7=/Z{f 7}j(n,<p):j=l, 2, -,<pt=Cn, n=l, 2, ･･･},

^=J{/, #/n, v): 7=1, 2, ･･･, <p^Cn, n = l, 2, ･･･} and

go=d{fo, goj(n, <p):y=l, 2, ･･･,<p<=Cn, n=l, 2, ■■■}.

Clearly 57is perfect and for any n, any <p^Cn and each j

(2) 57/n, ^y(n, <p)=g%(n, <p)r),

gf(n, <p)g=gj(n, <p), gXj(n,(p)go=goj(n, <p)＼

(3) hg―f, hogo=fQ> 7}g=go%, t,h-h^fi,

We set YQ=g0(Xa) and Y=g(X)r＼7]-l(Y0). If we now regard jj,h, gf, (n, <p)

and h0, goj(n, <p) as the restrictions of these maps to Y and Yo, respectivery,

then (2),(3) remain valid, and yjis perfect.

We fix a point yo<^Yo, a compact set Fcr]~l{yQ) and a map X: h(F)―>A.

We shall prove that Xh can be extended to 7j~＼y0).Since /z(Jp)cC"1(/io(3'o)),

there is a map <p':pih(F)^>A such that X=<p'pi, and hence Xh=<p'pih.

Since ^4<=ANR, we may assume that <p' is defined on some On with

OnZ)pih(F). Since Cn is dense in C{On, A), by [9, Lemma 5.1] there is a map

≪GCn homotopic to <ppih:F―>A. Since a>(n,to)is a cover of Xo, there is ;' and
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jXX)^Fj such that *0=g≪(n, (p)(yo)^(O,l]^)- For any y^F pih(y)(EOn,

gf(n, <p)(y)^{to}XA(Z(O, l],-c>oXA and ^(Z) is dense in Y, hence there is

y'eg(X) such that pih{y')^On, gf(n, <p)(y')=(0,llja^XA,

p(nja)gf(n, (p){y),nja)g?(n, <p)(y'))<£/4 and

p{<ppih{y),<ppih(y'))<e/4.

We take a point x'eX such that ^"(x')^^', then pif{x')―pih{y')^On, and since

goj(n,(pj^x^―rjjin, <p)gj(n,p)(/)<=(0, l]j(^, we have I'Gf-'^n, <p)~＼0,Ujay

=$~1Uja^ We set xj=^(x') then x'0^Uja^CV{xKXy) and X'e^(x^). From (1),

we have

pfrjuigfin, <p){y'),(ppih(y'))

= p(nja>gj(n, <p)(x'),<ppif(x'))

= p{Ox]a^x'), <ppif(x'))<e/2.

Hence, we see that

pfrja-igfin, <p)(y)><PPih(y))

£p(njU)g?(n, <p)(y),itjaigfin, <p)(y'))

+ p(xju>gf(n, <p)(y'),<ppih(y'))

+ p(<ppih(y'),(ppih(y))

<£/4+e/2+s/4=e.

The map Xjmg'jin, <p)is defined on 7)~1(y0).By Lemma 1. <ppih can be ex-

tended to y)~Kyo)>and by Homotopy extension theorem (see e.g. [4]) Ih can

be also extended to i)~＼y0).

The fact that w(Y0)^mzx.(w(X0), w(Z0)) is evident.

We claim that we may assume that dimF0^dimZ0. By [8, Theorem 2.]

there is a metrizable space Y'o and maps g'o:XO-^Y'O and h": Y'0-^Y0 such that

w(Y'Q)t^w(Y0). dimFo^dim Xo and g0=hog'o. We denote by Y' the fan product

of Y'Q and Y with respect to h" and rj(see [1. Supplement to Ch. 1,§2]); by

7]' and h" we denote that projections of Y' into Y'o and Y, respectively, and

by g' a map of X into Y' such that i}'g'―g'£ and h"g'=g. If we replace

Y> ^o, g, go, h, h0 and t] with Y', Y'Q,g', g'Othh", hQh'o and rj',respectively,

then these spaces and maps are what is required (cf. [9]).

Lemma 2 has been proved.

Lemma 3([9, Lemma5.3]). Suppose that AgANR and {Tn,hn+Un} (n=0, !/■･■)
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is an inverse sequence of compact spaces such that for any n, any compact Fd

Tn+i, and any map 1: hn+1,n(F)^A, the map lhn+1,n＼F has an extension to Tn+1.

Then dim T 5^^4 for the limit T of the sequence in question.

In conclusion the author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor

Y. Kodama for his greatful suggestions and constant encouragement.
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